FY 2019-2020 Virginia Beach Budget
Response to Council Questions

Question Number: FY 20 65
Question: What is the estimated budgetary impact of lights illuminating sports fields for
hours long after games are played or are called off by weather?
Date Requested: 4/8/2019
Requested By: Councilmember Abbott
Department: Budget and Management Services
Response: The Parks and Recreation Department programs all athletic field lights at
elementary schools, the majority of parks, and shares programming of Great Neck
Middle School with the Student Activity Coordinator. Unlike years ago, the user groups
do not have access to turn lights on or off at the sites. It is now controlled by an
automated system.
When a user group is assigned a field, they also turn in a lighting schedule. The
request is entered into an automated system to turn on and off at specific times. For
safety reasons, the lights are programmed to stay on fifteen minutes past the field use
end time. This allows the group to gather equipment and safely reach their vehicles.
This system eliminates situations in which lights are left on long after games are played.
Due to the number of fields assigned, it is up to the user to notify Parks and Recreation
if the lights should be cancelled for weather or other reasons. Users are provided a
daytime, business hours phone number, and an after-hours phone number to request
schedule changes and cancellations. There is no way to quantify the hours lights might
remain on due to weather or other cancelations attributed to users failing to notify Parks
and Recreation.
Princess Anne Athletic Complex and City View host many tournament throughout the
year. It is possible that some may see the lights on at these two facilities when games
are not taking place. This is due to field crews coming in either after league games or
before a tournament is scheduled to begin to prep the fields.
The lighting bills are paid by Public Works Building Maintenance. On average, the cost
per kWh of electric power is $.09/kWh. Attached is a detailed listing of what Building
Maintenance has been paying per kWh for each ballfield.

